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Syllabus 
In this module, students will be introduced to emerging concepts of public planning with regard to 
sustainability, i.e. appreciating the spatial and temporal dimensions of sustainability transformations.  

Starting from conventional frameworks of spatial planning, the evolution of strategic planning concepts in the 
sustainability context will be reviewed. The core of the module constitutes state-of-the-art understanding of 
specific and integrated strategies for sustainability planning and environmental assessments: conceptual 
approaches, theoretical underpinnings and methodologies. The core is supplemented by an introduction to 
system dynamics thinking, in particular the qualitative modeling of causal loop analyses.  

The module structure is as follows: Daily obligatory (self) preparation of lectures through intensive reading of 
core article. During contact hours: student facilitated discussion in groups, followed by a Socratic method-
lecture. Self-Learning Package with introduction into system dynamics thinking, supplemented by workshop 
and individual coaching session on casual loop diagramming 

Theoretical contents will be illustrated through 

− field excursions in the context of “Planning and Implementing the Energy Transition of the State of 
Baden-Württemberg”. 

− workshop and clinics on system analysis and system dynamics modelling / causal loop diagramming 
focusing on the case of “Transitioning a municipal food system in  

Grading will be based on preparation of individual policy briefs on the model-based analysis of selected case 
issues (case from Global North or Global South). 

Learning goals and qualifications 
In this module students learn to: 

− understand the historical and theoretical origins of planning approaches for sustainability (2); 
− evaluate different sustainability assessment approaches, models, appraisals, and methodologies (5); 
− appreciate the spatial and temporal dimensions of sustainability transformations 
− develop critical thinking, reading, and research skills (3, 6); 
− comprehend system analysis and system dynamics thinking (2) 
− apply techniques of system dynamics modelling / causal loop diagramming (1, 3); 

 
Classification of cognitive skills following Bloom (1956): 
1 = Knowledge: recalling facts, terms, basic concepts and answers; 2 = Comprehension: understanding 



something; 3 = Application: using a general concept to solve problems in a particular situation; 4 = Analysis: 
breaking something down into its parts; 5 = Synthesis: creating something new by putting parts of different 
ideas together to make a whole; 6 = Evaluation: judging the value of material or methods. 
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